This conference is based on the outcomes of the webinar named Data Management & Current Simulation Practices in Cultural Heritage Researches (DMCSPCH) on January 24th, 2022. Starting from founding conference 2023, it will be held in order to present academic studies on cultural assets in the international sense. Istanbul Aydın University will be the host of the conference. Researchers, academicians (from engineering, archaeology, communications fields) professionals, museum experts from fields related with cultural heritage, museum and their assets or people who works in different areas in terms of multidisciplinary connection with the context are all welcome. This is the founding conference and will be held once in every 2 years.

**Topic Suggestions**

- 3D Data Management and 3D Technologies on Web
- Virtual Museum and 3D Scanning Systems
- VR, AR, XR & MR Applications
- NFT Studies and Cloud Service Operands
- Marketing Practices of Cultural Heritage Through New Media
- Social Media Strategies of Museums
- Current Preservation Techniques Developed Using 3D Systems
- Interactive Cultural Assets Supported by Real-Time Simulation Systems & Games
- Evolution of Conventional Artists into Digital 3D Mechanisms
- Academic Perspectives of Educational Archaeology in 3D Environments
- LIDAR and Democratization of 3D Scanning
- Preservation of Cultural Heritage & Cultural Assets through Business Models and Cooperatives for Artisans
- Museum and Education Practices in Preserving and Presenting Cultural Heritage

**Planned Date:** June 3rd, 2023 - Online

**Conference Organizers:** Istanbul Aydın University & EURAS - Eurasian Universities Union (euras-edu.org)

**Contact Person:** Asst. Prof. Dr. Ali Efe İRALI, IAU Faculty of Fine Arts - Cartoon and Animation Dept. aliefeirali@aydin.edu.tr

**Submission Info & Publishing Details**

**Call for Papers:** Abstracts and full papers.

**Deadline for Submissions:** April 3rd, 2023 for submissions. Although full papers are not mandatory, participants who desire to have a published abstract or full paper, will have time to edit their final works until July 14th, 2023. For more information about publishing details, please visit www.depch.com

**Presentation and Paper Languages:** English

**Submission Method:** submissions@depch.com

**Submission Fee:** This is the founding conference. There will be no charge for first year.

For more information, please visit: https://icds.aydin.edu.tr/

---

**NAFSA: IE Competencies 2.0: Leadership, Inclusion & Equity, and People Development**

In the first session of the IE Competencies 2.0 series, panelists will highlight the competencies of Leadership, Inclusion & Equity, and People Development. Come learn from your peers and discuss with your colleagues topics including developing strategies to reach personal/team goals and objectives, championing organizational policies and practices to advocate for DEI on campus, and fostering and encouraging professional/career growth among colleagues, peers, and staff.

Refreshed in 2022, the NAFSA International Education Professional Competencies 2.0 advance the professionalization of the field and influence the development of the future international education workforce. As a reminder, the competencies should be viewed as a whole and not individually, as each competency necessarily supports the others. Throughout 2023, NAFSA will host four live sessions featuring conversations around interrelated subsets of the updated competencies. International educators at all career levels and across all sectors of the field are invited to join these conversations.

**Learning objectives:**

- Understand how the NAFSA International Education Professional Competencies 2.0 can be used in daily work
- Use the competencies for professional development, career advancement, and staff retention
- Learn how each competency is interconnected

For more information, please visit: https://www.nafsa.org/events/ie-competencies-20-leadership-inclusion-equity-and-people-development